PRESS RELEASE
NEXT LEVEL SECURITY SYSTEMS ANNOUNCES
INTEGRATION WITH AXIS NETWORK DOOR CONTROLLER
Integration with AXIS A1001 Network Door Controller delivers ease-of-use, correlated
security data
Carlsbad, Calif. – September 25, 2013 – Next Level Security Systems, a provider of a
new breed of unified, networked security solutions, today announced a new integration
between the company's award-winning unified security management platform, and access
control solutions from Axis Communications. As a result of the integration, the NLSS
Gateway will seamlessly communicate with AXIS A1001 Network Door Controller to
further augment the Gateway’s access control, video surveillance, alarm management and
intelligent video capabilities.
Next Level’s integration with Axis’ new door controller, launched at ASIS International
2013, allows the NLSS Gateway to directly interface with access control functionality
provided by AXIS A1001 door controller. The integration will bring end-users the ability
to cost effectively implement online access control on all doorways throughout their
facility. Access control information is then automatically correlated with other built-in
functionalities including video surveillance. Together, video, access control and alarm
data work in conjunction to identify and alert against potentially harmful activity
including break-ins and tailgating. The networked-based infrastructure of the AXIS
A1001 and Next Level Gateway streamlines installation time and limits complex
management structures.
AXIS A1001 Network Door Controller is an open, non-proprietary platform for access
control management that meets the requirements of small installations as well as
advanced enterprise systems. The use of IP, standard IT equipment and the powerful API
makes AXIS A1001 a scalable and future-proof solution that can easily integrate with
other systems and components. The controller supports most reader types and is fitted
with configurable input/outputs as well as controllable high power outputs for external
equipment such as door locks and positioning sensors.
The NLSS Gateway delivers the significant advantages of unified security operations
through a security management platform that combines video management, access
control, video analytics and intrusion into a single, easy-to-use networked platform. The
Gateway features 13 built-in video analytics, including forensic analytics, facial
recognition and audio analytics, and multiple Gateways can be combined for distributive
processing and a truly scalable solution. Integration with the Axis door controller will be

supported in NLSS Gateway version 4.0 and later, and will be available for sale in Q4,
2013.
“Support for Axis’ access control solutions is an essential step to providing customers
with a comprehensive view of their entire security infrastructure,” said Bill Jacobs, Vice
President of Access Control, Next Level Security Systems. “Our unified approach
enables the AXIS A1001 door controllers to be managed and controlled through our
intuitive user interface, leading to simpler configuration and management, and a higher
return-on-investment.”
“Axis enters the access control market with the same mindset that helped revolutionize
video surveillance: create an IP-based, open platform that empowers integrators and endcustomers to build intelligent, integrated and scalable systems with the technologies that
work best of their specific needs,” said Fredrik Nilsson, general manager, Axis
Communications, Inc. “Having the ability to integrate Next Level’s NLSS Gateway
completes this vision by delivering a truly unified security platform for our joint
customers.”
The NLSS Gateway is available for one inclusive price with no licensing fees. Contact
sales@nlss.com for further information.
About Next Level Security Systems
Next Level Security Systems is a physical security company delivering a new breed of
unified networked security technologies. The NLSS Gateway, Next Level’s flagship
product, is an award-winning, IP-based security management platform that integrates
video management, IP access control, video analytics and managed services into a single
appliance. It is successfully used in the retail, commercial, education, transportation and
government markets. All of Next Level’s products, sold through distribution worldwide,
combine the performance, sophistication and functionality of enterprise-class security
systems into a compact, unified and affordable solution.
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